Geetsly’s Gaming Community
Official Code

Welcome to the Official Code. Here, you will find rules for all servers. Rules may be changed at any time, and it is up to the user to
know the rules onced released. Failure to follow the rules, and use of punishments may be used. If punishments issued do not
match with ones listed here, please report the issuing member via forums or contact a member of management. This Code was
formed by the Community Director Nitch, and is the only law while playing on any GGN property. Use of any rule not existing here
will void any punishment or confliction via the server. The issuing staff member has the right of interpretation to rules. It is within your
right as a player to request for a supervisor if one is readily present. It is also within the right of the Community Director to make
immediate amendments of this code at any time. Any issues within the Code shall be reported to a Keeper of the Code, or the
Community Director. This code is the bottom law of any game server, communication server, partnered communication server, or
property owned by GGN and its respected owners.

I.

Community Guidelines

The Community Guidelines are the way one should act within the community. People are
diverse, and elegant in the way of human nature. It is not the intent of the maker to have
us the same, or here we would not have communities. SImply, the way we should act
with one another. Basic rules of decency. You may be spoken to about our guidelines, to
be reminded of tolerance. These are our solid base rules, that are important to the
structure and security of this community.

1. Disrespect. To formally disrespect another player in accordance to (Humiliation, Racism,
Shaming, Bullying.) [1dy-perma]
2. Monopoly. To use your state of prestige to form an umbrella of power. (To promote a
cause of your own interests, using your power not ideas to influence decisions.)
[1dy-perma]
3. Community Foray (To create harmful conflict in the community) [1dy-perma]
4. Personal Delinquency (To exploit a system for personal gain, at the expense of the
community and its people) [1dy-perma]
Community Guideline rules may only be only applied by Community Staff and authorized
extensions. Thus far, community staff reserve the right to punish however they see fit.

II. Gameserver Guidelines

The gameserver guidelines are the rules for any of our gameservers. Mainly, these are
enforced by the respected moderation team. The rules posted are the one and only rules
to be enforced. Please contact management if rules that are being enforced do not
pertain to the ones in this document. These are to be enforced, and ignorance or
purposeful ignorance of these rules by anyone (Enforcers or Enforcee) may result in
punishment.
1. Player Disrespect. (The act of disrespecting a fellow player by means of OOC communication.)
IC actions meant for immersion that pertains to lore will not count as a PD issue. [1. Warn or
Kick, 2. Warn+Kick, 3. Warn+(Ban Talk), 4. Ban 2 wks.]
2. FailRP. (The act of interfering with Roleplay) If you cause an interference with unrealistic
roleplay, or roleplay that does not pertain to the designated point of time will result in this rule.
Staff doing assigned jobs are exempt from this rule.[1. Warn or Kick, 2. Warn+Kick, 3.
Warn+(Ban Talk), 4. Ban 2 wks.]
3. Power Gaming. (The act of using non-existent means to get an RP advantage.) Yes, saying
you’re the “Moffs Droid” or a secret ISB agent without being properly allowed to do so is power
gaming. Saying you have a blaster or planted cameras would be power gaming. Saying you used
the force to guess where a rebel base is, would also be power gaming. DO NOT abuse your
ingame prestige for RP gain.)[1. Warn or Kick, 2. Warn+Kick, 3. Warn+(Ban Talk), 4. Ban 2 wks.]
4. Meta Gaming. (The act of using OOC information for RP.) Yes, if someone said that master chief
is coming aboard the ship; and you rush to the area specified in the ooc chat, you are
metagaming. Please, do not mix OOC and IC. [ 1. Warn+Kick, 2. Warn+Ban talk, 3. Ban
(2hrs-48hrs.)
5. Exploiting. (The act of using a game mechanic or an external mechanic for gain) Yes, using
citizen hack or glitching through walls with sitting is obviously exploiting. [1.Warn+(Ban Talk), 4.
Ban 1 mnth.]
6. Chat Abuse. (The act of using chat for purposes other than intended use) Pretty simple, dont
spam, harass, or use gaben in an rp chat, [1. Gag, 2. Warn+Kick, 3. Warn+(Ban Talk), 4. Ban 1
wks.]
7. RDM (The act of killing without RP purpose) Well, now every server has this. Please don't kill
others unless it has an RP purpose. And no, you don't just pull it from clean air that you thought
he was secretly a commando droid. Thanks! [1. Warn, 2. Warn+Kick, 3. Warn+Ban (Add 2 days
of bantime for every person killed)
8. ERP (The act of conducting or participating in Erotic Roleplay.) Erotic roleplay can be determined
by sexual conduct on GGN servers. [1. Warn+Ban (1 Month-Permaban)]

III. Discord Guidelines

The discord is a voice server belonging to GGN or Partnered for use with GGN. While you
are using one of these servers, these rules are still valid.

1. Verbal Abuse. (The act of verbally assaulting someone in a hurtful way) Yes, you should
have thick skin while on the internet. If you are truly offended please seek a discord staff
member for assistance.
2. Impersonation (The act of claiming a title you did not receive) Yes, do not say you are a
veteran in discord for a military discount when you aren't. Please do not claim you are a
staff member when you aren't.
3. Inappropriate Profiles. (The act of use of a profile on the discord that is not appropriate.)
Yes, have courtesy. This rule is deemed by the staff member. However, no porn, nsfw,
swears, drugs, profanity, scientology, MLP, racist, or immoral profiles. Thanks.
4. Spam. (The act of a large quantity of the same message or unrelated messages). Yes,
we get it you sit with one other person at lunch and you don’t get much attention. Please
refrain for searching for attention on our discord this way. Unlike your popularity, we are
existent.
5. No self bots (T
 he act of bringing bots into the server that are not approved) Pretty self
explanatory right? Don't bring bots into here randomly. Thank you!
Discord Punishments are decided by the discord staff. This is to be fair, as severity of
certain situations calls for it. If you feel it has been done unfairly, please make an appeal
or report the staff member.

IV. Director Orders

These are orders given by the Community Director regarding the Rules. These orders
are documented amendments or changes to the rules. Let it be known that a change
may occur without a Director Order. These are here to assist the ones who use this
code. To prevent issues that may arrive or have already arrived.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All bans are hereby excused of formality concerns until August 15th, 2018.
All ERP bans are hereby lifted.
Player poaching is now forbidden 4/24/19
All server ranks are excused from formality of ranks until 5/5/19
Community Director may override Section VI. when server management is
unavailable.

V. Staff Guidelines

These are the rules all staff are to follow. These have been made public so in the
case of abuse, you may cite this document for cases. Please be aware that these
cases are confidential, and details for confidentiality are described on our report
form. Please be advised that punishments for staff are not listed here. Managers
of Staff reserve the rights for punishment of their members.
1. Favoritism. (The act of favoring one person or group that inhibits your job of
unbiasedness.) Keep in mind, previous related instances or the past of a
person that relate to the sit or instance does not apply for this rule.
2. Staff Misconduct. (The act of not following the code.) If you are to enforce
the rules, you must follow them yourself.
3. Abuse of Rank (The act of using your rank to justify in game situations.)
Being a Moderator PVT vs a Player SGT does not justify your command
over his.

VI.

Rank Structure

These are the ranks that are globally set for the servers. Each rank has its own
purpose and meaning. Servers may not use any rank, make up any, or modify
any ranks for their own server. Doing so would be in violation of I-4 of the Code.

